Experimental tests of Bell inequalities ought to take i n to account all detection events. If the latter are postselected, and only some of these events are included in the statistical analysis, a Bell inequality m a y be violated, even by purely classical correlations. The paradoxical properties of Werner states, recently pointed out by P opescu, can be explained as the result of a postselection of the detection events, or, equivalently, as due to the preparation of a new state by means of a nonlocal process.
carried out after completion of the measuring act) can sometimes yield average values which are larger than the largest eigenvalue of an observable [7] . To further illustrate this point, I shall now show h o w a simple classical model can lead to a gross violation of the CHSH inequality, if not all data are included in the statistical analysis.
Consider a massive classical object, initially at rest, which splits into two parts carrying angular momenta J and J. Let n = J=J be the unit vector in the direction of J. The direction of n is random (it is isotropically distributed on the unit sphere). [3] jhi + h 0 i + h 0 i h 0 0 ij 2; (2) is satised, as it should be for any CLASS model. Suppose, however, that Alice and Bob consider a null result as a failure, and retain in their statistics only those events where both results dier from zero. It is easily seen that, in the events postselected in that way, = 1 if the angle between a and b is less than 90 (this is a necessary condition, not a sucient one), and = 1 if that angle is more than 90 . Consider now four directions, making angles of 45 , as shown in the gure. The four directions used in Eq. (2) make angles of 45 .
We then have hi = h 0 i = h 0 i = h 0 0 i = 1 ; (3) and the left hand side of Eq. (2) is equal to 4, so that the CHSH inequality is grossly violated in this CLASS model. Even the Cirel'son inequality [9, 10] 
namely, an equal weight mixture of a totally uncorrelated random state, and of a singlet state (the latter maximally violates the CHSH inequality). A denitely nonclassical property of this W was discovered by P opescu [12] , who showed that such a particle pair could be used for teleportation of a quantum state [13] , albeit with a delity lesser than if a perfect singlet were employed for that purpose. This nonclassical property is surprising, because, for any pair of ideal local measurements performed on the two particles, the correlations derived from W satisfy the CHSH inequality. Moreover, as Werner showed, it is possible to introduce a \hidden-variable" model, which correctly produces all the observable correlations for such ideal measurements. In this model, the hidden variable is a unit vector r in Hilbert space, and the quantum probability rules are correctly reproduced if r is isotropically distributed. Werner's prescription for the results of measurements of projection operators is the following: if Alice considers a complete set of orthonormal vectors v , and measures the corresponding projection operators P , the result is P = 1 for the v having the smallest value of jr v j (that is, the one most orthogonal to r) and P = 0 for all the other v . F or Bob, the rule is dierent and the results are only probabilistic: the expectation value of P , for given r, i s h r ; P r i . W erner's algorithm for Alice's result becomes ambiguous for spin > 1 2 , and it must be supplemented by further rules, when we consider projection operators of rank 2 or higher. For any projection operator on a multi-dimensional subspace, Alice has to introduce, in an arbitrary way, orthogonal frames which span that subspace and its orthogonal complement. This denes a privileged complete orthogonal basis, for which all the P are dened as above. Then, the value of a projection operator on any subspace is taken as equal to the sum of the values, 0 or 1, of the projection operators on all the privileged orthogonal vectors spanning that subspace. This rule is unambiguous (once we h a v e decided how t o c hoose the privileged vectors), but it has curious consequences.
Consider for example a 3-dimensional Hilbert space, with an orthogonal basis fx,y,zg. Let fu,v,zg be another orthogonal basis, so that fx,yg and fu,vg span the same subspace, orthogonal to z. Let fx,yg be our choice of privileged orthogonal basis for dening the value of the projection operator, P xy = P uv , on that subspace. It is then always possible to nd \hidden" vectors r such that jr uj < jr zj < jr vj;
and jr zj < jr xj < jr yj: (6) In that case, Werner's rules imply that P u = 1 if Alice simultaneously measures P v and P z , but, on the other hand, the value of P xy = P uv is zero! This looks paradoxical, and yet, after averaging over all r, w e still have hP u i + hP v i = hP uv i;
in agreement with quantum mechanics. We t h us see that the phrase \a measurement o f P u " i s a m biguous. We m a y h a v e, for some values of the hidden variable r, dierent outcomes depending on whether we measure P u directly, o r w e rst perform a coarser measurement for P uv , which is then rened for P u . This ambiguity w as exploited by P opescu [14] , as follows. Instead of measuring complete sets of projection operators of rank 1, Alice and Bob measure suitably chosen (and mutually agreed) projection operators of rank 2, say P A and P B . If one of them gets a n ull result, the experiment is considered to have failed, and they test another Werner pair. Only if both Alice and Bob nd the result 1, they proceed by independently choosing projection operators of rank 1, on vectors that lie in the subspaces spanned by P A and P B , respectively. P opescu then shows that if the initial Hilbert space (for each particle) has dimension 5 or higher, the correlation of the nal results violates the CHSH inequality. I n other words, Werner's hidden variable model, which w orked for single ideal measurements, is incapable of reproducing the results of several consecutive measurements (and of course no other hidden variable model would do it). How can we understand this paradoxical result? We had what appeared to be a CLASS model, similar to the classical model described at the beginning of this essay. In the former case, the CHSH inequality w as violated as a result of faulty (postselected) statistics|all the failures were discarded. The present case is subtler: Alice and Bob can, if they wish, discard their failures before proceeding to the nal measurements. In other words, they can select a subensemble out of the original ensemble, and it is this subensemble that violates the CHSH inequality. The paradox is that the selection of this subensemble apparently involves only local operations. How can it destroy the CLASS property?
The point is that, in addition to the local measurements of P A and P B , a n e x c hange of classical information is needed for the selection of the CHSH-violating subensemble. That classical information is not just an abstract notion: it is conveyed by p h ysical agents, such as electromagnetic pulses. It is customary to consider information carriers as exophysical systems [15] , but this can only be an approximation, which n o w raises suspicion. To further sharpen the issue, let us promote the information carriers to endophysical status, by attributing to them dynamical properties. This leads to a new diculty: there is no consistent h ybrid dynamical formalism for interacting classical and quantum systems. We must therefore treat the information carriers as quantum systems, whose interaction with the Werner particles is generated by a Hamiltonian, as usual. These additional quantum systems are manifestly nonlocal, since their role is to propagate between Alice and Bob. It now becomes obvious that the selection of the CHSH-violating subensemble involves a nonlocal operation, and it is the latter that violates the CLASS property of the original ensemble.
Popescu's construction [14] did not work for spaces with fewer than 5 2 dimensions, but similar protocols have been found [16{19] for Werner pairs of spin-1 2 particles. If each one of these pairs is tested separately, the CHSH inequality is satised, as we know. We m a y , h o w ever, test several pairs together. For example, two pairs are described by a 4 2 -dimensional space, in which there are nontrivial rank-2 projection operators for each observer. Then, suitable subensembles can be selected, that violate the CHSH inequality. It is even possible to distill, from a large set of Werner pairs, a subset of almost pure singlets [16{19]. Here again, no hidden variable model can reproduce the results of collective measurements performed on several Werner pairs.
In conclusion, we see that the notion of quantum nonlocality is subtler than we m a y have thought. The conversion of a CLASS model into one that violates the CHSH inequality can be explained in two equivalent w a ys: by the use of biased statistics (postselected data), or by the introduction of a nonlocal agent carrying information between the observers, before completion of their measurements. Further investigations are needed, for which the advice of Abner Shimony will be most precious. 
